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The Motorola AP650 now available from Gamma Solutions 
 
Melbourne January 19th 2012 – Gamma Solutions a leading supplier of advanced data 
collection systems today announced that they will be adding the Motorola AP650 access 
point to there range of wireless infrastructure equipment. 
 
The Motorola AP650 is a thin multipurpose access point designed to lower the cost of 
deploying and operating a secure and reliable 802.11n wireless network. AP650 has a 
powerful 24dBm radio to increase coverage, performance and obstruction penetration 
while receiver sensitivity has been increased proportionally so users have an increased 
ability to maintain high performance access through thick doors and walls. 
 
Used in conjunction with a Motorola wireless controller the AP650 requires no 
configuration or manual firmware maintenance – the controller discovers the access 
point on the network and automatically downloads all configuration parameters and 
firmware. This greatly reduces the installation, maintenance and troubleshooting costs 
associated with the Motorola AP650. 
 
“One of the great benefits of the Motorola AP650 is that when it senses weak or failing 
signals it securely moves mobile users to alternate access points and automatically 
boosts the power signal unit the RF holes are covered” says Stephen Lakey, sales 
executive for Gamma Solutions, “This enables uninterrupted coverage for all mobile 
users which increases productivity and reduces downtime of waiting to be reconnected 
to the network” 
 
About Gamma Solutions 
Gamma Solutions Pty Ltd (www.gammasolutions.com) is an Australian owned company, 

based in Melbourne, with offices in Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth. Founded in 

1992, the company provides all the components of a mobile computing, RFID and data 

collection systems such as portable terminals, barcode scanners, barcode printers, 

wireless networks, middleware software and implementation services.  Gamma 

Solutions is an Intermec Honour partner and IPSP, a Cisco Select partner, Zebra 

Partnersfirst, Datalogic reseller, Datamax-O’Neil partner and authorised repair centre, 

Psion Platinum VAR partner, Motorola authorised reseller and an LXE authorised partner 

and authorised repair centre. Gamma Solutions is a company committed to providing 

quality, practical and flexible solutions to meet the needs of its customers 
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